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Substitutional dopants in silicon diffuse via point defects (interstitials and vacancies). Since the diffusion 
of phosphorus a t  high concentrations has long been considered “anomalous,” we focus on phosphorus as the 
most challenging test case. Using a general model for the coupled diffusion of dopants and point defects, 
simplified by assumptions which we have shown to be appropriate, we present simulations of the coupled system 
to demonstrate that phosphorus diffusion profiles can be modeled quantitatively over the full range of doping 
levels from intrinsic to solid solubility using activated parameters which are consistent with the broad range 
of point defect and dopant diffusion phenomena. We use further simulations to illustrate how the diffusion 
behavior of the commonly-used dopants (As, B, P and Sb) arises from differences in the relative importance of 
interstitial and vacancy interactions, the magnitude of the effective dopant diffusivity and the location of defect 
ionization levels within the bandgap. 

The system in which a dopant diffuses via interactions with point defects can be described by a set of 
reactions, including dopant/defect pairing reactions (i represents the charge state of the defect or pair): 

P+ + I’ * (PI)’+1 P+ + v’ * (Pv)’+1; (1) 

Frenkel pair recombination/generation: 

and reaction of pairs with the opposite type defect or pair (defect-mediated recombination): 

I’ + Vi (-i - j ) e - ;  

(PI)’ + ~ j  e P+ + (1 - i - $ e - ,  (PV)’ + ~ j  e P+ + (1 - i - j ) e - ,  (PI)’ + ( P V ) ~  2 ~ +  + (2 - i - j ) e - .  (3) 

There are also ionization or charge exchange reactions for each of the charged species. Because electronic 
interactions are much faster than the atomic diffusion processes, we assume that all ionization reactions are 
near equilibrium. Thus, for example, the concentrations of interstitials in the various charge states are given 
by CI, Z I<f(ni/n)’C~~. We assume that there is local charge neutrality and complete impurity ionization 
(concentrations of charged defects and pairs are assumed negligible). We also ignore band-gap narrowing effects 
and use Boltzmann statistics. ’ Based on this set of reactions and assumptions, we can write five continuity 
equations for the diffusion and reaction of substitutional dopants, interstitials, vacancies, dopant/interstitial 
pairs and dopant/vacancy pairs. The full set of equations is described in Reference [l]. 

There are a couple of other simplifying assumptions which have been commonly made in the literature. 
First, it is often assumed that the dopant/defect pairing reactions are near equilibrium [2-71, which implies that 

where is the equilibrium constant for the pairing of dopant with interstitials in charge state i (Equation( 1)). 
Another assumption sometimes used in modeling coupled diffusion is that the defect recombination reactions 
are also near equilibrium (CICV Z C;C;) [3, 6, 8, 91. 

Using simulations of the full system described above, along with parameters based on previously reported ex- 
perimental results, we can show that the assumption that the dopant/defect pairing reaction is near equilibrium 
is generally valid for high concentration phosphorus diffusion for times of interest for VLSI fabrication [l, lo], 
and therefore valid for all the major dopants, since phosphorus causes the largest disturbance of point defect 
concentrations from equilibrium. In contrast, even including dopant-mediated recombination and assuming no 
barrier to  recombination, we find that the defect recombination process is not rapid enough to maintain local 
equilibrium between the defects (i.e., C&’v # CiC;). Since the dopant/defect pairing reaction is near equilib- 
rium, we can reduce the number of differential equations and parameters needed to describe the system, solving 
just three continuity equations (for the dopant, interditials and vacancies). The simulations shown in this work 
utilize this simplified model as implemented in a modified version of SUPREM IV [7]. 

Correctly modeling the changes in diffusion as a function of dose or surface concentrations is one of the most 
difficult challenges for high concentration diffusion modeling. We compare our models to an extensive set of 
experimental data reported by Yoshida et al. [ll, 121 and Matsumoto and Niimi [13] a t  900, 1000 and llOO°C, 
which include the full range of surface concentrations from intrinsic to solid-solubility The phosphorus diffusivity 
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via positive, neutral and negative dopant/defect pairs in intrinsic material and the the effective rate of Frenkel 
pair recombination were determined by minimizing the difference between the simulated and measured profiles 
using a Levenberg-hfarquardt optimization code (PROFILE [14]). The rest of the parameters, including all point 
defect parameters and intrinsic diffusivities are based on previously published experimental results (SUPREM 
IV defaults). 

From measurement of enhanced and retard diffusion during nitridation of silicon and SiOz, it has been 
concluded that in intrinsic material, phosphorus diffuses almost solely with interstitials [15]. If it is assumed 
that this remains true in extrinsic material as well, then diffusion via vacancies can be ignored. A similar 
model has been utilized in previous work [lo, 161 to  obtain a reasonable fit to  a single profile by assuming rapid 
recombination, but these simulations significantly underestimated diffusion in the peak region. 

The problem is much more severe when attempting 
to fit profiles over a range of peak concentrations. Figure 
1 shows the best fit to  the experimental data a t  900°C 

phosphorus/interstitial pairs, but neglecting diffusion via 
vacancies. From this plot, it is clear that without vacan- 
cies having an increased role a t  higher doping concentra- 
tions, the coupled diffusion model is unable to  account 
for the experimental results over a range of doping lev- 
els. Similar behavior is observed a t  higher temperatures 
as well, further supporting this conclusion [l]. Note that 
since the effective recombination rate was optimized to 
match the data, very fast recombination is insufficient 
to  produce the experimentally-observed high concentra- 
tion diffusion profiles, in contrast to  assertions made by 
Richardson and Mulvaney [17]. 
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Figure 1: Active phosphorus concentration profiles based on simulations of 4h diffusions at 900°C neglecting 
diffusion via PV pairs. The data  is as reported by Yoshida e l  al. [ll, 121 and Matsumoto and Niimi [13]. 

Although observations of enhanced and retarded diffusion during oxidation and nitridation show that the 
diffusion of phosphorus in intrinsic material is dominated almost totally by interstitial mechanisms 1151, the 
same is not necessarily true in heavily doped material. Phosphorus/vacancy pairs have been found to  have 
an acceptor level well within the band gap [18]. Since the number of negatively-charged pairs increases in 
proportion to the square of the electron concentration, diffusion via negatively-charged vacancy pairs may be 
dominant near solid-solubility, while contributing less than 2% to  diffusion in lightly-doped material. When 
diffusion via negatively-charged phosphorus/vacancy pairs is included, the coupled diffusion model does an 
excellent job of matching the experimental results over the full range of doping levels and temperatures. In 
our analysis, we constrain the phosphorus diffusion parameters and Frenkel pair recombination rate to  have 
Arrhenius temperature dependences. Examples of the fit of the model to  experimental data  using activated 
parameters are shown in Figure 2 and the optimized parameters are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1: Optimized temperature-activated parameters for phosphorus diffusion over the temperature range of 

Parameter 

DE I = DpI)  + I(:/I Cin 
DpI = D ~ p ~ , ~ I ~ ~ , I I ~ ~ I C ~ o  

D&, = D(pv,- Ii:,vIi&Ccn 
kX/V 

900-lloooc. 

4.8 x 10"'cm2/s 4.51 eV 
3.1 x 10-2cm2/s 3.20eV 
3.6 x 10-5cm'/s 2.90eV 

1.9 x 10-~cm-~s- '  1.23 eV 

The lower activation energy calculated for diffusion via charged defects can be partially attributed to the 
Coulombic contribution to the dopant/defect binding energy. The calculated values for effective'recombination 
rate are quite similar to  the estimated diffusion-limited values, wlhich implies that there is little or no barrier 
to Frenkel pair recombination, consistent with recent measurements based on enhanced and retarded diffusion 
during oxidation [19]. 
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Figure 2: Active phosphorus concentration profiles based on simulations of diffusion at 900 and 1000°C, including 
diffusion via (PV)- pairs. The data is as reported by Yoshida et al. [ll, 121 and Matsumoto and Niimi [13]. 

We can also extend the coupled diffusion model to 
other dopants in order to understand why the differ- 
ent dopants manifest such different diffusion behavior. 
Antimony might be thought of as a direct analog to  
phosphorus since it diffuses almost solely via vacancy 
(versus interstitial) mechanisms. However, as shown in 
Figure 3, the coupled diffusion model correctly predicts 
that antimony will have box-like diffusion profiles with 
no significant enhanced tail diffusion. 
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Figure 3: Simulated dopant and point defect concentration profiles for (a) phosphorus, (b) antimony and (c) 
boron following a 5 minute diffusion at 1000°C. 
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The differences between phosphorus and antimony profile shapes are mainly due to two factors. First, 
antimony diffuses much more slowly than phosphorus, so the flux of pairs into the bulk is much reduced and 
the point defect concentrations much less disturbed. Second, anltimony diffuses primarily with vacancies and 
the equilibrium vacancy concentration is much greater than that for interstitials [20]. Thus, it  is much harder 
to alter the vacancy concentration away from its equilibrium value. As expected, arsenic behaves similarly to 
antimony. The significant interstitial component of arsenic diffusion results in interstitial injection as well as 
vacancy injection into the bulk, with a small interstitial supersalmation possible under some conditions since 
C; >> Ci (even though f~ < 0.5). 

The source of the differences observed for antimony lead us to consider boron which, like phosphorus, diffuses 
rapidly and primarily with interstitials. However, when we-apply the coupled diffusion model to boron, the 
resulting profile shapes are quite different, as shown in Figure 3. Simulated boron profiles lack the characteristic 
phosphorus kink and show less enhanced tail diffusion (as observed experimentally). These differences are 
primarily due to the fact that boron is an acceptor rather than a donor and the ionization states for the silicon 
interstitial favor positively rather than negatively charged defects [21]. Thus in p type  material (but much 
less so in n-type), the equilibrium interstitial concentration rises rapidly with doping. The higher equilibrium 
concentration makes the interstitial concentration more resistant to deviations from equilibrium, reducing the 
tail and eliminating the kink. 

In summary, we have developed models for the coupled diffusion of dopants and point defects which can 
account quantitatively for phosphorus diffusion profiles over the full range of doping levels. By comparison to 
an extensive set of published experimental phosphorus diffusion profiles at 900, 1000 and llOO°C, we derived 
activated values for phosphorus diffusion parameters and F’renkel pair recombination. Extending the model to 
the other major dopants, we are able to  predict the differences in profile shape that are observed experimentally. 

This work was supported by a SEMATECH Center of Excellence grant #91-MC-503 and NSF grant #ECS- 
9009591. 
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